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ON THIS MONTH'S COVER:

THE MING CAMP
THE SECOND IN A FAMOUS SERIES OF PAINTINGS
BY THE DISTINGUISHED
WESTERN ARTIST

The Gold Rush

June cover

In the first installment (June issue) artist Clyde Forsythe
told how he and his wife had participated in the gold rush to
Wahmonie, Nevada. They had stopped to buy gas in a "wide
place in the road" (Las Vegas) and there had learned about the
two-week-old Wahmonie strike. "That was all I needed to hear,"
wrote Forsythe, and off they went.
On this month's cover—and in the following article—Forsythe describes the first stirrings of a Western mining camp a few
hours following its birth.
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August cover
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The Ghost Town

September cover

HE MINERS had named the camp Wahmonie, a Shoshone
Indian word meaning "yellow gold." Obviously, our trip to
the camp and watching the men along the trail in their
various conveyances inspired the idea for "The Gold Rush"
painting which, however, was not done until 12 years later. An
adventure seems to sometimes need the perspective of time to
give it its true value as material for creative use.
And so here we were in the camp of tents and bedrolls.
Breakfast for $1—bacon and eggs at the tent "cafe." Then our
hosts, the shabby little partners, Davis and Ryan, came up with
a most astonishing proposal: how would we like to stake out a
claim? All of the area around the big strike had been staked out
—even their own claims were a half-mile from camp—but they
said there was open ground near their claims and they would take
us there!
Who were we to shrug off this offer? The four of us piled
into the Franklin and second-geared up the slope to a table-top
area. Davis and Ryan set up the stone center monument, paced
off the yardage, and made the corner markers. We put our claim
notice in the usual tobacco can and placed it upside down among
the stones.
Then the boys allowed as how there was still room for another claim, right next to ours. At this point we were excited
enough to decide that my wife's brother-in-law, Harold Gay, who
was a mining engineer in Mexico, ought to get in on this "perhaps
another Goldfield" strike. Therefore Davis and Ryan paced-off
the ground and we put Gay's paper in another can, making us
all rich.
Back to camp to register the claims. We then met the
"camp's brains," Mr. Joe O'Brien. Mrs. O'Brien was the only
other woman in Wahmonie, and they lived in the only wooden
residence in camp. It was made of railroad ties, log cabin style,
and assorted pieces of tin for the roof. After listing our claims
in his book, we drifted into talk, and now the long arm of
coincidence was stretched to the breaking point. O'Brien, a man
close to 70 years of age, had the speech of a man of letters. He
learned that I had worked on a New York newspaper. Yes, he
had once been a writer for the New York Herald, but in the 80s
they had moved to Leadville, Colorado, for his health.
"Did you ever hear of a mining man in Leadville named
Judge Owen?" I asked.
"Do you happen to mean Tom Owen?" O'Brien answered.
"Yes," I replied, "Tom Owen." Said O'Brien: "I certainly
continued on page 42

V^hemically, man is mostly water. To maintain life he must maintain the body's water level.
On two fronts the summer desert attacks man's ability to sustain his needed water
content. First, high temperatures cause him to perspire profusely (a process
necessary to cool the body by evaporation—which may result in rapid
water deficiency unless water is replaced by drinking). Secondly, because
of the desert's aridity, the waterholes are few and far between.
This combination of factors—greater water need, less water availability
—has caused some deaths, some discomfort, and a stupendous amount
of dread. As a result, the desert has gained an infernal and monstrous
reputation—much of it unearned.
A man deprived of liquids would die just as surely—If more slowly—
in Nome, Alaska, as he would in Death Valley. The secret of desert—and
Alaska—survival, obviously, is to be sure of an adequate water supply.
"Desert savvy," such as knowing where to dig for water in a dry wash or
how to "milk" a barrel cactus, is no substitute for a five-gallon water jug
in the car trunk.
With this in mind.

magazine of the outdoor southwest
presents its first

SPECIAL ISSUE
in 23 years of publication, theme of which is

Heat in the Desert
Quite naturally most of our stories center in Death Valley, the hottest
place in the Northern Hemisphere and perhaps the world. These articles
are factual. Hot weather is neither overly-dramatized (". . . the cruel,
searing deserts . . .") nor given a chamber of commerce gloss (". . . while
high, daytime temperatures are comfortable . . .").
Volume
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tents
H Our story begins with the Panamint Indians,
Death Valley residents since time immemorial.
What effect has living in this land of great
heat had on their way of life? Author Ruth
Kirk supplies the answers. Page 4
11 In the early days of World War II, the California desert became a training ground for
U.S. troops. Weldon Heald, who participated
in the "Patton Desert Maneuvers," writes
about this period of accentuated understanding
of the arid Southwest. Page 6
H Wrote E. F. Adolph in "Physiology of Man
In The Desert," a book that grew out of the
1942 maneuvers: "Once the desert environment is understood, it loses its mystery. The
great, open desert soon grows to be a friendly
place with an ever-changing beauty of shifting color and shadow." Since war's end
thousands of Americans have learned this
truth for themselves. Harold Weight takes
you to the "friendly places" in the high country surrounding Death Valley—an excellent
target for summer travel. Page 8
U Increasing numbers of people also are visiting the floor of Death Valley during the hot
summer months! Last summer, 70,000 persons
ventured into the torrid trough. Roland Wauer
reports on this travel phenomenon, and what

the Park Service is doing to make these visits
safe adventures. Page 10
lj But make no mistake—the desert floor is no
innocent playground in summertime. In 1947,
two young people became lost on the Mojave
Desert for five days. Here, for the first time,
is the detailed account of their near-tragic
mishap as told by one of the lucky survivors,
Mary Jones Blackwell. Page 12
II For some folks, the floor of Death
is home the year-round. How does a
mother raise four children in such a
We asked lean Bullard to describe her
hold's summer routine. Page 14

Valley
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place?
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U What of the animals and plantlife? Naturalist Edmund Jaeger writes about their struggle
for survival in summertime Death Valley.
Page 16
ti And now let's go half-way around the
world to Iran. William E. Warne tells about
the natural air conditioners perfected centuries ago in this ancient — and hot — land.
Page 18
11 Fred Binnewies was for six years superintendent of Death Valley National Monument.
He writes about his introduction to this fantastic land—and his thoughts on leaving it.
Page 20

li Cartographer Norton Allen portrays hot
weather with a map showing highest temperatures ever recorded at principal Southwestern
weather stations. Page 22
H A sampling of month-to-month comments by
visitors to Death Valley gives added insight
into the weather picture. Page 23
1[ This issue also contains:
On the cover: Clyde Forsythe's "The Mining
Camp" (story on page 2)
Page 19: Desert Quiz
Page 27: Desert Driving Tips
Page 31: Recipes
Page 31: New Books
Page 32: Utah Travel—Salt Lake City
Page 33: Arizona Travel—Coronado Trail
Page 34: Nevada Travel—Ft. Churchill
Page 35: New Mexico Travel—Puye
Page 39: Harry Oliver's Almanac
Page 40: Editorial
Page 41: Letters from Our Readers
Page 41: Poem of the Month
Page 42: Publisher's Notes
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Indians of theLand Afire
By RUTH KIRK
Mrs. Kirk has spent many years in the Death
Valley region. Out of this experience have
come many articles in periodicals, and the
excellent guide book, Exploring Death Valley. She and her husband, Louie, a former
Death Valley ranger, now live in Palmdale,
California.

HEN I WAS a child I went with my parents to buy
a basket from Annie Cowboy, one of the Death
Valley Indians then living in hovels across from the
general store in Shoshone, California.

W

Father knocked at the door of a "house" too small to
shelter much more than a bed and a table. He knocked
a second and third time, and then the door opened. Mrs.
Cowboy was a squat woman wearing a shapeless blue
print dress, with only her bare brown feet and ankles peeping from beneath its hem.
For several minutes, ill at ease, she denied having any
baskets. "No," she would say and shake her head. "No
baskets. Don't got basket." But she didn't close the door.
Eventually Annie Cowboy stopped saying no, and pulled
a cardboard box out from under the white oilcloth-covered
table and took out an exquisite bowl-shaped basket about
three inches high, with gently flaring sides and a roundedin top. We could see other baskets in the box, each
wrapped in a scrap of cloth to keep it clean, as well as
bundles of willow sticks and coils of split willow.
"Won't you please show my little girls how you make
baskets?" my mother asked.
But Mrs. Cowboy only looked blankly at my sister
and me, and spat a sip of her coffee onto the swept-earth
floor of her hovel. She would show us nothing. Not even
the other baskets. It was this one or none. My parents
bought it: a true work of art from the hands of a woman
lost midway between the old days when her mother had
roamed the Death Valley country secure in tribal ways, and
the new days when her granddaughter would study chemistry in the whiteman's high school.
The tribal history of the Panamint Indians has not been
an easy one. Destiny gave them too forbidding a homeland.
With only their hands and their ingenuity they had to wrest
food, clothing and shelter from the bleak terrain.
There was scant time for the niceties of human life,
yet the women developed basketry far beyond the realm
of the utilitarian. They could have stopped with merely
the functional, but they chose the beautiful.
Probably there were not more than 150 Panamints
living in and around Death Valley when the first white men
passed through the Valley in 1849. The present Indian
population is about half that number. Individual families
lived close to springs, migrating when the demands for
food sources dictated.

Furnace Creek and Bennetts Well were homesites when
the mesquite beans were ripe; upper Wildrose and Wahguyhe served in the pinyon nut season; watered canyons
such as Johnson and Cottonwood were occupied while the
panicles of sand grass hung heavy with seed to be gathered
and winnowed, and the lycium bushes were dotted with red
berries that could be eaten fresh or dried and saved to
make into a mush. Brush hunting-blinds were built at
Grapevine Springs and the headwaters of Cow Creek for
shooting mountain sheep; McClain Spring made a good
campsite from which to hunt ducks and to scoop up tiny
pup fish in baskets. Having enough food was a transitory
condition; staying alive was an all-consuming challenge.
Death Valley's heat is notorious, and rightly so. Statistics show that this basin is consistantly hotter than any
other place on earth. But this has become known comparatively recently. To the Indians, Death Valley was
simply "home"—and has been home as far back in memory as tribal tradition reached. They did not think of their
land as being uniquely hot, for they had no knowledge of
other lands by which to compare Death Valley.
They felt the heat, of course. From the time that the
first pale green of spring freshened the mesquite trees until
after the last of the pinyon nuts were roasted in the fall,
heat was their steady companion. But they expected it,
took it for granted; they did not think of the summer-half
of the year as anything except hot everywhere.
As late as 1950, when we were living in Death Valley,
I amazed one of the women teaching me to make baskets
by mentioning on one 95-degree October afternoon that
snow already was whitening the ground in North Dakota.
"Mmmmmmm. The mountains, you mean," Dolly said,
glancing toward Telescope Peak.
"No," I told her. "Flat land. Just like this," and I
waved my arm across the sand hummocks that lead south
from Furnace Creek.
Dolly was astonished. She just looked at me, her soft
brown eyes probing mine for the truth. I think she
finally believed me—but the statement had no real meaning
to her.
For years it has been said that the Indians called
Death Valley Tomesha, "Ground Afire," but logic does
not support this notion. The word, which sounds to my
ear as though it would be more phonetically accurate
written Dumbeesha, means, simply, "red facepaint." It
referred specifically to the red pigments splashed against the

Sometimes more water was added
to make gruel, which Dolly told me
is good eaten with rabbit meat. "Or
you can eat just the little things between the seeds and throw the rest
away," Dolly's daughter chimed in.
"They're real sweet." This connective
tissue was a major source of sweets,
but the early day Indians certainly did
not "throw the rest" of the mesquite
away. At the end of the harvest seaThere evidently were few specific son they painstakingly cached dry
adaptations to the heat by these tribes- beans in mounds covered with brush.
men. One of the high school girls told Only then did they move on to the
me that the "old people" used to sleep next harvest, which happily would lead
in the water of springs on hot nights, them out of the oppressive heat on
and Johnny Shoshone, the late patri- the valley floor to the relative coolness
arch of this dwindling tribe, once re- of the mountains. But even then, if
fused to tell me tribal legends because the mountain food supplies proved
it was hot and the "things that crawl" disappointing, some families might be
might overhear. Johnny was holding
true to his calling as a medicine man.
He believed it imprudent to talk of
religion while the snakes and scorpions were still active lest they take
the "medicine" with them when they
hid away for the winter.

mud cliffs at the mouth of Golden
Canyon, but it came to designate the
entire central Valley, from Salt Creek
to Mushroom Rock. Dum meant
"earth;" beesha meant "red." Combined, dumbeesha meant the red earth
pigments that women used to make
paralleled stripes on their chins and
cheeks; the feminine "make-up" worn
until 50 years ago.

The fact that the Indians lived in
the Valley during the cool winter
months and in the mountains in summer was only incidentally related to
weather. Migrating seasonally was a
matter of following ripening food supplies. It was more a matter of survival
than of comfort.
Furthermore, because m e s q u i t e
beans do not ripen until after hot
weather comes to the Valley with a
vengeance, the Indians in pre-white
days could not leave for the mountains
as early as they might have chosen.
Today most of the Indians stay in the
Valley only until the closing of school
in May. Then they move to Beatty and
Shoshone. But, in aboriginal times no
one could afford to let their sweat
glands drive them out of the Valley
while mesquite beans still were heavy
on the trees. Nothing at higher elevations offered as rich a promise of food
in early summer. Pinyon nuts, for example, don't mature until fall—and a
good crop comes only once every three
or four years. Mesquite beans, on the
other hand, are a dependable crop,
and they are easy to harvest.
In May, beans still green and tender
were eaten, and were mulled with
mortar and pestle—pods and all—to
make a sweet drink. In late June and
July, mature beans were pounded and
winnowed, then rubbed fine on a metate. The resulting meal was moistened and shaped into small balls of
"bread" which were sun dried "to
make them hard on the outside, soft
and sweet inside."
GRANDMA DOCK, LAST OF THE PANAMINT
INDIAN WOMEN TO KNOW THE TECHNIQUE OF
TWINED BASKETRY. SHE PASSED AWAY IN 1958.

forced to return into the Valley to fill
their carrying baskets from the mesquite caches.
In the spring of 1952 I watched
Susie Wilson make a flat basket two
feet across, coiling it out of creamcolored willow decorated in black with
the roots of alkali bulrushes that she
had soaked in ashes. She was going
nutting once more, and this fine new
basket was to be her parching tray.
"But why does she stitch it so tightly
or bother with a design?" I asked her
daughter. "It's going to get holes
burned into it when the pinyon nuts
are shaken and tossed with live coals."
"Panamint Indians always make
their baskets pretty," Agnes answered.
"That's the right way to do it."
///

